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Közel tíz éven át tartó dékáni munkája során Julie Lythcott-Haimsnek sok
alkalma volt megfigyelni azokat a tendenciákat, amelyek a szül?-gyerek
kapcsolat változását leginkább jellemzik a 21. század elején. A könyv négy jól
elkülönül? részb?l épül fel. El?ször megismerhetjük a jelenlegi helyzetet: hogyan
végezzük a tinédzser korból éppen kilép? fiatal feln?tt gyermekeink nevelését,
hogyan támogatjuk ?ket, milyen tipikus jelenségekkel szembesül a szül?, amikor
gyermeke életében bekövetkezik az önállósodás ideje. A leíráson túl
megismerhetünk egy-egy lehetséges okot, ami miatt a huszadik század második
felében egymást követ? szül?generációk eljutottak a jelenlegi állapotba. A
második részben Lythcott-Haims meggy?zi az olvasót arról, miért kell változtatnia
az els? részben beazonosított szül?i mintákon, amelyek lényege az, hogy
gyermeki státuszban tartja a fiatalt, annak döntéseit túlzó mértékben átvállalja, és
er?teljes szül?i jelenlétével hátráltatja a leválást. A harmadik részben
természetesen érkeznek a megoldásra tett javaslatok. Sok apró, valóban az
életb?l ellesett, kipróbált módszert kaphatunk arra, hogyan kerüljük ki a
„helikopter szül?k” csapdáját, vagy ha már beleestünk, milyen tudatos
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lépésekkel vonuljunk vissza gyermekeink életéb?l, hogy valódi feln?tté válásuk
megtörténhessen. Végül arról is szó esik, mire használhatjuk az így felszabaduló
id?t és energiát: természetesen önmegvalósításra, saját életünk kiteljesítésére,
és nem utolsó sorban arra, hogy olyan szül?kké váljunk, amilyenek lenni
szeretnénk. A szerz? természetesen els?sorban a mai amerikai társadalom
jellegzetességeib?l indul ki, de tagadhatatlan, hogy a magyarországi
tapasztalatok kísértetiesen hasonlítanak erre: ki ne hallott volna a „Mama-Hotel”
jelenségr?l, vagy arról, milyen kevés fiatal házasodik manapság, és milyen
kevesen vállalják szívesen a feln?tt státuszt.
Heather DeBerry Stephens has written a captivating story of a mother of faith,
Linnie Thomas Young. Heather has captured the essence of who Linnie was, as
a mother and a woman of God. As someone who knew Linnie well, I can say that
she was a woman who embraced motherhood with all her might. Heather asks
the readers to examine their lives in six areas, to ensure they are not halfstepping. The author’s vision is that women will read this book and make a new
commitment to embrace their God-given roles as mothers in their homes. -First
Lady Bethelyn Henderson Abundant Life Fellowship Church Memphis,
Tennessee
Deep Fried Southern Tales: Short Stories A Summary A. Everette James, Jr.,
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ScM, JD, MD There are certain truths that are universal, and then there are
regional truths of great validity. Deep Fried Southern Tales are among those with
impeccable veracity and are so compelling one can even share them with their
best canine friend. In this instance it is a large Labrador retriever whose moniker
is Mr. Grady. (A.K.A. Mr. Gravy) These tales are largely related in the Southern
vernacular, a universal form of communication understood and appreciated by
most of the realm. The subjects and stories are neither profound nor profanejust
interesting flashes of everyday life in a rural construct. Sometime the protagonist
talks directly to Mr. Gravy while others he speaks to hear the sound of his own
voice. Each tale stands on its own. Thus the reader has a broad-spectrum
selection opportunity to choose any sequence they wish. We hope you read them
all but read what you like.
Traditional Chinese edition of Getting There: A Book of Mentors by Gillian Zoe
Segal.
Aceasta este o carte despre p?rin?ii care sunt exagerat de implica?i în via?a
copiilor lor. Vorbe?te despre dragostea ?i teama din spatele implic?rii prea mari.
Vorbe?te despre r?ul pe care îl facem atunci când facem prea mult. ?i vorbe?te
despre cum am putea realiza obiective pe termen lung mai bune – ?i despre cum
i-am putea ajuta pe copiii no?tri s? ob?in? succese ?i mai mari, crescându-i altfel.
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Îmi iubesc copiii la fel de aprig ca orice alt p?rinte ?i ?tiu c? dragostea este
temelia a tot ceea ce facem ca p?rin?i. Dar, în cursul anilor în care am f?cut
cercet?ri pentru aceast? carte, am constatat c? multe dintre comportamentele
noastre izvor?sc ?i din temeri; poate cea mai important? dintre acestea este
teama c? ei ar putea s? nu aib? succes în lumea real?. Bineîn?eles, e firesc s?
dorim s? reu?easc?, dar, pe baza cercet?rilor, a interviurilor cu peste o sut? de
oameni ?i a experien?elor personale, am ajuns la concluzia c? d?m o defini?ie
prea îngust? succesului. ?i, ceea ce este ?i mai grav, aceast? defini?ie îngust?,
superficial? ne-a adus în situa?ia de a face r?u unei genera?ii de tineri adul?i –
copiii no?tri.
Everybody has a teen bedroom story. The teen bedroom has universally been
regarded as a safe haven for adolescents from all classes and backgrounds, and
a near-sacred space that s basically off-limits to everyone but its teenage
occupants (and their invited guests). But it s a relatively recent Western
phenomenon that assumed a prominent role in socializing teens and shaping
their identities during the years following World War II. As part of the identityshaping process, the teen bedroom became a safe space for teens to express
their growing consumer power, parallel to the emergence of youth subcultures
after the War. Reid tracks the history of bedrooms for children back to the Civil
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War period, though the bulk of his research stretches from the late 1950s through
the beginning of the 21st century. The rock posters, stuffed animals, and record
players that found their way into teen bedroom during this period represent ways
in which tends became major contributors to the postwar consumer economy.
Reid by no means neglects popular culture, in the meantime, detailing the ways
in which the teen bedroom appeared in song, film, television, and literature. It
was often portrayed as a space of personal development and self-expression, but
also as a site profound loneliness and romantic longing. To quote the Beach
Boys 1963 hit song In My Room, the postwar teen bedroom featured just as
much sighing and crying as it did scheming and dreaming. "
Through the Arch captures UGA's colorful past, dynamic present, and promising
future in a novel way: by surveying its buildings, structures, and spaces. These
physical features are the university's most visible--and some of its most
valuable--resources. Yet they are largely overlooked, or treated only passingly, in
histories and standard publications about UGA. Through text and photographs,
this book places buildings and spaces in the context of UGA's development over
more than 225 years. After opening with a brief historical overview of the
university, the book profiles over 140 buildings, landmarks, and spaces, their
history, appearance, and past and current usage, as well as their namesake,
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beginning with the oldest structures on North Campus and progressing to the
newest facilities on South and East Campus and the emerging Northwest
Quadrant. Many profiles are supplemented with sidebars relating traditions, lore,
facts, or alumni recollections associated with buildings and spaces. More than
just landmarks or static elements of infrastructure, buildings and spaces embody
the university's values, cultural heritage, and educational purpose. These
facilities--many more than a century old--are where students learn, explore, and
grow and where faculty teach, research, and create. They harbor the university's
history and traditions, protect its treasures, and hold memories for alumni. The
repository for books, documents, artifacts, and tools that contain and convey
much of the accumulated knowledge and wisdom of human existence, these
structures are the legacy of generations. And they are tangible symbols of UGA's
commitment to improve our world through education. Guide includes 113 color
photos throughout 19 black-and-white historical photos Over 140 profiles of
buildings, landmarks, and spaces Supplemental sidebars with traditions, lore,
facts, and alumni anecdotes 6 maps
"Sixties counter-culture led to a revolution in fashion so profound that its
contemporary influence remains unparalleled. For the first time in history women
dominated the zeitgeist; never before has this monumental time in fashion been
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so richly documented. Switched On provides an overview of the era and
showcases the It girls and designers who defined the decade. 250 iconic photos
are accompanied by lavishly illustrated profiles of Jane Birkin, Jean Shrimpton,
Catherine Deneuve, Mary Quant, Sharon Tate, Twiggy, and many more. Names
of some of the contributing photographers - Bert Stern, Milton Greene, Horst P.
Horst, Terry O'Neill, Franco Rubartelli, David Hurn, Pierluigi Praturlon, Gianni
Penati, Bud Fraker, David Montgomery, Patrick Lichfield, Henry Clarke, Arnaud
de Rosnay, Slim Aarons, Arthur Evans, Jean-Marie Perier, Mark Shaw. Foreword
by Betsey Johnson, Afterword by Mary Quant."-u ??????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????? ??????1982??? u
??BTS?????????? ???????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????????
????????????? ?????? ???????82???????!
???10?????????????1992???????????? l ??2017???????????????? l
?????Top1???????????Top1 l ??2017??????????????????75?? l ????????????
23 ???? l ????????Yes24 ??????????????? ???????? ?????????????????
?????????????? ???????? ??????? ???? ????????? ??? ??????
????1982?4?1?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?31???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????…… ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????? l ???????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????? l ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? l
????????????????????????????????????? l
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????
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????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????……????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Michael Vey, born with Tourette's syndrome and special powers, joins his best
friend and an alliance of other "electric" teenagers to battle foes in the jungles of
Peru, where Michael learns the Order of Elgen's plan to "restructure" the world.
"Walking a magic tightrope that never topples him into either derision or
credulousness, Frank Deford traces the Miss America contest from its beginnings
a half-century ago to the present-from Margaret Gorman in 1921, just turned
sixteen and measuring 30-25-32, to Phyllis George, Miss America 1971,
36-24-36." -- dust jacket.
Cyn’s blackouts have deadly consequences in this sexy, suspenseful spinoff to
the New York Times bestselling Hollow series. Cyn Hargrave is on the run, but
she can’t escape her dark past. The brother of her murdered boyfriend is
convinced she’s the killer—and now he’s tracked her down. Cyn has only one
person to turn to, and she can’t stand him. Avian knows the evil that lives inside
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of Cyn, but he’s still compelled to help her. As the thirteenth Revenant, he’s
scorned by Heaven and unwanted by Hell, so he understands what it’s like to be
a part of two worlds and not fit into either. Together they will need to deal with the
danger that follows her—and the danger inside of her—before one of them
destroys her. Jessica Verday takes readers on a sexy, suspenseful adventure in
this companion novel to the bestselling Hollow trilogy.
Two favorite thrillers from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christopher Pike
are now available in one bone-chilling collection. When Alison first got the chain
letter signed “Your Caretaker,” she thought it was a sick joke. But then it became
clear that someone, somewhere knows about that awful night when she and six
friends committed an unthinkable crime. And now that person is determined to
make them pay. One by the one, the chain letter comes to each of them,
demanding dangerous, impossible deeds. No one wants to believe that this
nightmare is really happening, but then the accidents start. And the deaths.
Finding the truth behind the stalker’s identity seems to be the only option, but
even that might not be enough. The Caretaker has a prodigy who is even more
frightening than the first, and this time he wants more than retribution. He’s out
for blood.
Within the digital humanities, rhetoric has emerged as a nexus of incredible
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innovation, and "Rhetoric and the Digital Humanities" provides extensive and
much-needed guidance on how the theories and methodologies of rhetorical
studies can be marshaled in highly successful ways to enhance all work in digital
humanities. In addition to an insightful introduction from the editors, the book
offers essays from leading scholars in a variety of disciplines, organized into
three tightly focused sections. The first consists of seven chapters that define
field connections between rhetoric and the digital humanities. The second section
offers six chapters focused on research methodology. And the third presents ten
chapters offering forward-looking recommendations on pathways for exploring
interdisciplinary trajectories between rhetorical studies and the digital humanities.
This timely edited collection will do much to promote and strengthen
interdisciplinary collaborations in the digital humanities.
Sports memorabilia collectors can identify and evaluate their treasured
collectibles by using this comprehensive price guide, now in its second edition.
Includes information on autographs, books and publications, equipment,
figurines, pennants, and other unusual items. 2,500 photos.
Why do you switch from walking to running at a specific speed? Why do tall trees
rarely blow over in high winds? And why does a spore ejected into air at seventy
miles per hour travel only a fraction of an inch? Comparative Biomechanics is the
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first and only textbook that takes a comprehensive look at the mechanical
aspects of life--covering animals and plants, structure and movement, and solids
and fluids. An ideal entry point into the ways living creatures interact with their
immediate physical world, this revised and updated edition examines how the
forms and activities of animals and plants reflect the materials available to nature,
considers rules for fluid flow and structural design, and explores how organisms
contend with environmental forces. Drawing on physics and mechanical
engineering, Steven Vogel looks at how animals swim and fly, modes of
terrestrial locomotion, organism responses to winds and water currents,
circulatory and suspension-feeding systems, and the relationship between size
and mechanical design. He also investigates links between the properties of
biological materials--such as spider silk, jellyfish jelly, and muscle--and their
structural and functional roles. Early chapters and appendices introduce relevant
physical variables for quantification, and problem sets are provided at the end of
each chapter. Comparative Biomechanics is useful for physical scientists and
engineers seeking a guide to state-of-the-art biomechanics. For a wider
audience, the textbook establishes the basic biological context for applied
areas--including ergonomics, orthopedics, mechanical prosthetics, kinesiology,
sports medicine, and biomimetics--and provides materials for exhibit designers at
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science museums. Problem sets at the ends of chapters Appendices cover basic
background information Updated and expanded documentation and materials
Revised figures and text Increased coverage of friction, viscoelastic materials,
surface tension, diverse modes of locomotion, and biomimetics
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????? ???????????????
???????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????NBA??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????NBA?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ?
?????????????????? ? ????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????????????? ?
?????????? ? ??????????????????????????????? ???? ? ?????????????? 1 ?? ?
????????????????????? 1 ?? ? ????????? 1 ?? ? ????????? 1 ?? ???? ? ????????????????Kob
e?????????????????????Kobe???????????????????????????????Kobe???????????????????
???????? ????UDN????? ?? ? ?2000??2019??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????FOX??? ?? ? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????? ?? ? ??????????????????????????Kobe????????????????1????????????1????????
?????1??1??????????????Kobe???????Play Hard??? Play Smart?Play Together????????
???????????? ??? ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
bestsportsbookcanada.net ? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
amazonbookreview.com ? ??????????????????????????? ? ???????????????? ????? ?
?????????????????????????????? hopkinsrp.org ? ???????????????????????????
goodreads.com ? ???????????????????????????????????????? Goodreads??Brandice ?
??????????????????????????????????????? ?????Andrew ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????…???????????????? Dre Bawldin,
Work on Your Game Inc. ?
????????????…???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? Kirkus Review ?
????????????????????????????????????????????? Goodreads??Steve McFarland
Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee bring together a compelling collection that shows how
interviews can be used to generate new meaning and how connecting with artists and their
work can transform artistic production into innovative critical insights and knowledge. The
contributors to this volume include artists, museum curators, art historians, and
anthropologists, who address artistic production in a variety of locations and media to question
previous uses of interview and provoke alternative understandings of art.
Chinese edition of Invictus. First term South Africa President Nelson Mandela's ingenious idea
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of enlisting the rugby team to win the 1995 World Cup in an effort to unite the apartheid-torn
country. The moVietnamese stars Morgan Freeman and Matt Damon. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A “wonderful” (Harper’s), “engrossing” (Parade) exploration of the most universal of human
obsessions: immortality—from an author who is “part Mary Roach, part Joe Strummer of The
Clash” (The Wall Street Journal). What have we not done to live forever? Adam Leith Gollner,
the critically acclaimed author of The Fruit Hunters, weaves together religion, science, and
mythology in a gripping exploration of the most universal of human obsessions: immortality.
Raised without religion, Adam Leith Gollner was struck by mankind’s tireless efforts to cheat
aging and death. In a narrative that pivots between profundity and hilarity, he brings us into the
world of those whose lives are shaped by a belief in immortality. From a Jesuit priest on his
deathbed to antiaging researchers at Harvard, Gollner— sorting truth from absurdity—canvasses
religion and science for insight, along with an array of cults, myths, and fringe figures. He
journeys to David Copperfield’s archipelago in the Bahamas, where the magician claims to
have found “a liquid that reverses genes.” He explores a cryonics facility, attends a costume
party set in the year 2068 with a group of radical life-extensionists, and soaks in the
transformative mineral waters at the Esalen Institute. Looking to history, Gollner visits St.
Augustine, Florida, where Ponce de León is thought to have sought the Fountain of Youth.
Combining immersive reporting, rigorous research, and lyrical prose, Gollner charts the rise of
longevity science from its alchemical beginnings to modern-day genetic interventions. He
delves into the symbolic representation of eternal life and its connection to water. Interlaced
throughout is a compelling meditation on the nature of belief, showing how every story we tell
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about immortality is a story about the meaning of death. “Part journalist, part detective, part
scientist.” (New York Post). Adam Leith Gollner has written a rollicking and revelatory
examination of our age-old notion of living forever.
??·???????????(?)??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????
Rhetoric and the Digital HumanitiesUniversity of Chicago Press
An individual sport at its core, swimming is defined by iconic rivalries such as those between
Ian Thorpe and Grant Hackett, Michael Phelps and Ryan Lochte, and Jenny Thompson and
Dara Torres. Spanning nearly 100 years, this book highlights the best of these contests,
including individual showdowns, team battles, friendly competitions, and heated political
rivalries. From their early beginnings through the highlights of their careers, this book follows
the top athletes in the sport and the rivals who pushed them to the pinnacle of swimming.
Exhaustively researched, Duels in the Pool includes original interviews and rich details, shining
a light on some of the sport’s finest athletes and the rivalries that propelled them to greatness.
This book will appeal not only to sports historians and researchers but also to fans of
swimming at every level.
Packed with more than 16,000 imaginative, colorful phrases—from “abandoned as a used
Kleenex” to “quiet as an eel swimming in oil”—this reference will help any politician, writer, or
lover of language find the perfect simile, be it original or banal, verbose or succinct. Citing
more than 2,000 sources—from the Bible, Socrates, Shakespeare, Mark Twain, and H. L.
Mencken to popular movies, music, and television shows—the Simile Dictionary covers
hundreds of subjects broken into thematic categories that include topics such as virtue, anger,
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age, ambition, importance, and youth, helping readers find the fitting phrase quickly and easily.
Perfect for setting the atmosphere, making a point, and or helping spin a tale with economy,
intelligence, and ingenuity, the similes found in this collection, where pithy and poetic sayings
are “as plentiful as blackberries” (Shakespeare) and quotes are “as useful as a Swiss army
knife” (anonymous), will inspire anyone.

Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or
content found in the physical edition. Gerontological Nursing: Competencies for
Care, Second Edition is a comprehensive and student-accessible text that offers
a holistic and inter-disciplinary approach to caring for the elderly. The framework
for the text is built around the Core Competencies set forth by the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) and the John A. Hartford Foundation
Institute for Geriatric Nursing. Building upon their knowledge in prior medical
surgical courses, this text gives students the skills and theory needed to provide
outstanding care for the growing elderly population. This innovative text is the
first of its kind to have over 40 contributing authors from many different
disciplines. Some of the key features of the text include chapter outlines, learning
objectives, discussion questions, personal reflection boxes, case studies and
more!
My Friend Rabbit by Eric Rohmann. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright
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Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Harper and Kane seek to break up Haven High's dream couple, Adam and Beth,
and team up with the new girl, Kaia, who is willing to do whatever it takes to get
what she wants.
Sex has always come without consequences for seventeen-year-old Evan. Until
he hooks up with the wrong girl and finds himself in the wrong place at very much
the wrong time. After an assault leaves Evan scarred inside and out, he and his
father retreat to the family cabin in rural Minnesota?which, ironically, turns out to
be the one place where Evan can't escape other people. Including himself. It may
also offer him his best shot at making sense of his life again.
This side-splittingly funny ode to cinematic hubris tells the story of the
mysteriously wealthy misfit and producer, director and star of The Room, an
international phenomenon to rival The Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Ergonomics is concerned with the ‘fit’ between people and their work. With an
increasing number of people becoming conscious about their health and
participating in sport or physical activity, ergonomics has become an increasingly
prominent concern within the sport and exercise sciences. From the design of
footwear and artificial playing surfaces, to studies of proprioception by obese
children , the way in which people interact with their environment - designed and
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natural – has important implications for performance sport and for the design of
safe and beneficial forms of physical activity. The Routledge Handbook of
Ergonomics in Sport and Exercise is the first book to offer a comprehensive and
in-depth survey of cutting-edge scientific research into ergonomics in sport and
exercise. Written by world-leading international scientists and researchers, the
book explores key topics such as: Musculoskeletal adaptation to sports and
exercise Environmental factors of injury and fatigue Load weight and
performance Ergonomics in adapted sports and exercise Measurement in sports
and exercise Modeling and simulation in ergonomics design Influence of playing
surface, footwear and equipment design Bridging the gap between fundamental
scientific research in sport and exercise and applications in sport and exercise
contexts, this is an important reference for all advanced students, researchers
and professionals working in sport and exercise science, kinesiology, sports
technology, sports engineering, ergonomics, and product design.
Lester Calvin isn’t your typical detective. He knows cigars, he knows Tampa, but
mostly, he knows people who can help solve problems. As he likes to put it, he’s
“a guy, who knows a guy.” But when a beautiful woman walks in and drops a
load of cash into his lap for doing absolutely nothing, he lands into a world of
trouble, that even his connections might not be able to get him out of. The stakes
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have never been higher, as Lester must discover who this woman is, and why so
many people want to find her. And he needs to act fast, because he just became
a target.
Barbie Forever: Her Inspiration, History, and Legacy presents a detailed, fully
authorized portrait of this beloved doll through all-new interviews, original
sketches, vintage photos, advertisements, and much more—including a foreword
by Olympic fencing medalist Ibtihaj Muhammad. A double-sided foldout timeline
showcases important moments in Barbie history. Explore how the doll came to
be, what it takes to create one of her many looks, and how her legacy continues
to influence the world. Since her debut in 1959, Barbie has been breaking
boundaries and highlighting major moments in art, fashion, and culture. She has
been an interpreter of taste and style in every historic period she has lived
through and has reflected female empowerment through the more than 200
careers she has embodied. Today, an international icon, Barbie continues to
spark imaginations and influence conversations around the world. Barbie Forever
is a vibrant celebration for the "Barbie Girl" in all of us.
??????????????0-18??????,?????????????????????,?:0-6???????,????????+????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
Explains why the environmental crisis should lead to an abandonment of "free market"
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ideologies and current political systems, arguing that a massive reduction of
greenhouse emissions may offer a best chance for correcting problems.
Feminist legal theory is one of the most dynamic fields in the law, and it affects issues
ranging from child custody to sexual harassment. Since its initial publication in 2006,
Feminist Legal Theory: A Primer has received rave reviews. Now, in the completely
updated second edition of this outstanding primer, Nancy Levit and Robert R.M.
Verchick introduce the diverse strands of feminist legal theory and discuss an array of
substantive legal topics, pulling in recent court decisions, new laws, and important shifts
in culture and technology. The book centers on feminist legal theories, including equal
treatment theory, cultural feminism, dominance theory, critical race feminism, lesbian
feminism, postmodern feminism, and ecofeminism. Readers will find new material on
women in politics, gender and globalization, and the promise and danger of expanding
social media. Updated statistics and empirical analysis appear throughout. The authors,
prominent experts in the field, also address feminist legal methods, such as
consciousness-raising and storytelling. The primer offers an accessible and pragmatic
approach to feminist legal theory. It demonstrates the ways feminist legal theory
operates in real-life contexts, including domestic violence, reproductive rights,
workplace discrimination, education, sports, pornography, and global issues of gender.
The authors highlight a sweeping range of cutting-edge topics at the intersection of law
and gender, such as single-sex schools, abortion, same-sex marriage, rape on college
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campuses, and international trafficking in women and girls. At its core, Feminist Legal
Theory shows the importance of the roles of law and feminist legal theory in shaping
contemporary gender issues.
“Naomi Klein er et geni. Hun formår at sammenkoble politik, økonomi og historie og
udskille enkle og stærke sandheder med universel betydning." Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. I
'Intet bliver som før' viser Naomi Klein, at klimaforandringer ikke blot er endnu en sag,
der kan arkiveres pænt mellem skat og sundhedsforsikring. Klimaforandringer er en
alarmklokke, der ringer for at fortælle os, at vi må forandre vores økonomiske system,
der allerede fejler. Klein viser i en grundig og overbevisende gennemgang af fakta, at
massiv reduktion af drivhusgasser er vores bedste mulighed for samtidig at reducere
stigende ulighed, gentænke vores demokratier og genopbygge vores skrantende lokale
økonomier. Klein blotlægger den ideologiske desperation hos klimabenægterne, de
skruppelløse vildfarelser blandt geoingeniører og de tragiske nederlag for alt for mange
grønne strategier. Og hun viser uhyre præcist, hvorfor det frie marked og
globaliseringen ikke har kunnet – og ikke kan – overvinde klimakrisen, men i stedet gør
ondt værre med stadig mere ekstreme udvindinger i følgeskab med uhæmmet
katastrofekapitalisme. Klein argumenterer for, at de nødvendige ændringer i vores
omgang med naturen og hinanden ikke skal betragtes som en urimelig straf, men
snarere som en gave: De er den gnist, der kickstarter transformationen af vores
ødelagte økonomier og skæve prioriteringer. Baseret på et tæt kendskab til de nyeste
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græsrodsinitiativer viser Klein, hvordan den truende katastrofe skaber helt nye og
alternative måder at tænke økonomi og udvikling på. Kan vi gennemføre forandringerne
i tide? Kun én ting er sikker: Med klimaforandringerne bliver intet som før.
America loves sports. This book examines and details the proof of this fascination seen
throughout American society—in our literature, film, and music; our clothing and food;
and the iconography of the nation.
“The definitive story on how big oil and gas corporations captured our political system .
. . and the growing grassroots movement to retake our democracy” (Mark Ruffalo).
Over the past decade a new and controversial energy extraction method known as
hydraulic fracturing, commonly referred to as fracking, has rocketed to the forefront of
US energy production. With fracking, millions of gallons of water, dangerous chemicals,
and sand are injected under high pressure deep into the earth, fracturing hard rock to
release oil and gas. Wenonah Hauter, one of the nation’s leading public interest
advocates, argues that the rush to fracking is dangerous to the environment and
treacherous to human health. Frackopoly describes how the fracking industry began;
the technologies that make it possible; and the destruction and poisoning of clean water
sources with the release of harmful radiation from deep inside shale deposits, creating
what the author calls “sacrifice zones” across the American landscape. The book also
examines the powerful interests that have supported fracking, including leading
environmental groups, and offers a thorough debunking of its supposed economic
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benefits. With a wealth of new data, Frackopoly is an essential and riveting read for
anyone interested in protecting the environment and ensuring a healthy and sustainable
future for all Americans. “A passionate history and critique of the energy industry, from
Standard Oil to Enron . . . . [A] journalistic exposé of fracking outrages in which
aggressive entrepreneurs in pursuit of profits wreak havoc on the land and poison the
water.” —Kirkus Reviews “A truly powerful manifesto about one of the greatest
environmental fights on our planet today—from one of its greatest champions!” —Bill
McKibben, environmentalist and author of Oil and Honey
The sports industry is more complex than ever before, and succeeding within it now
requires an equally dynamic approach. Teams and leagues across many sports face
unprecedented competition in worldwide markets as the cost of doing business
increases and traditional revenue streams face pressure. In light of these changes, the
idea that winning championships is the key to organizational success is misguided. The
Sports Strategist: Developing Leaders for a High-Performance Industry reveals which
areas in the industry, unlike winning, can be controlled and maximized for consistent
success. Aspiring leaders in the sports business will learn how to design identities,
manage narratives, and maximize new technologies in order to implement business
analytics and build public support. These techniques are vital to creating a successful
sports organization that is ready to reap the benefits of winning when it does happen,
without having to rely on it when it doesn't. In such a high-performance field, the
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demand for well-equipped leaders is great, and The Sports Strategist provides the
necessary tools and techniques for their success.
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